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About This Game

Fujiwara Toru is a transfer student. At first glance he seems to be a generic, awkward teenager, but there is more to him than
meets the eye.

Sangu academy has a tradition called Ren. each year student choose a different grade partner, and all non partnered people are
alone. One other thing - there can be no same sex pairs.

The Gemma Februarii- the jewel of February- is the mysterious prize that each year the winner of the Ren competition will get
to temporarily keep in their possession. It's mysterious charm was enough to bring 1st year student Rita Glengold all the way

from Scotland to Japan.

Will Toru's talents help him find a partner? Can he win the battle of Ren and get the prize of Gemma Februarii?
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Title: Kisaragi no Hougyoku
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Waiting for you guys, Infinitemangastudios
Publisher:
Infinitemangastudios
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows xp (sp3)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® Processor G850 @ 2.9Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Did not expect much from this add on but I have to say it really adds to the base game.. Great atmosphere.. Too easy, really.
Some of the power-ups are completely unnecessary. It will take you 4-5 runs max to get all achievements except one. That last
one requires you to destroy 10 000 planes. That kind of grind is huge minus in my book. There are far better shooters out there,
so I can\u2019t recommend this one.. Very good fun, reminds me of point blank. The weapons are well modelled,the reload is
basic,as in automatic reloading i just wish this had co-op play as its a blast in single player.. It's a fun game, well worth getting.
Intuitive controls, interesting upgrades and a nice graphics. Unplayable. The controls are completely hatstand.. I'm not much of a
racing fan, or of competitive sports in general, but this game offers amazing graphics, beautiful maps, and reminds me of the
fun and open world of ATV Off Road Fury series for PS2. I would definately recommend this!. I bought this game in summer
sale,

and was thinking about refunding it...

Until I played the multiplayer, this is probably one of the most Fun games I've played in a while.
Dont play this game alone, just play it with friends together.

Basically you hit the ball and it becomes your color while in that color it can knock out enemys.
When you hit the ball it gets bigger and faster. (Top-Down)

The Game has very Balanced Moves.

Normal Strike:
You just dash forward and hit the ball, or you can charge and aim the ball by holding the Button

Hex Shot:
You can Charge it and make it faster and aim it better, it transforms People into chickens or Stops the Ball (After hitting it, it
still has the same Size and Speed)

Gem Use:
You use your gem (you can collect them while they appear on the stage) which unleashes an powerful "Kamehameha"
or just a big shot.

Card Use:
I havent explored them that much but everything that I've gattered is that you get them in trials mode by killing enemys,
They have some Special effects like giving you a Shield or summoning "Brofists"

The game is also as balanced as it can be with characters:

There are no characters,
they are skins. (Cat for the win)

And the game gets really intense while the ball gets bigger and faster I bet you will burst out in laugher when you play this game
with your friends  (if you have any)  and the ball just bounces around with an insane speed.

PROS:
Very balanced
Fun with Friends
Cool Artstyle
Gets intense while the ball gets Faster
Easy to play with not that experienced players in videogames.

CONS:
Boring af solo
No online multiplayer
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(I cant really add more to this)

Conclusion:
This is the perfect game if you hang out with your friends and dont know what to play (or if you do)
I regret even thinking about refunding this game.

Prob. a 7/10
Cheap and fun.
but still is lacking online multiplayer and a more fun solo mode.

. If you like Stardew Valley then you'll probably love it :D
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My personal favorite Spy Fox, but probably because it's the one I have the single most nostalgia for. I love the characters, the
environments, the music, the puzzles, the gadgets, the dialogue. The story is pretty good, it's your basic save the planet plot. Oh
and the "11 original SPY songs" were a cool bonus. Shame you don't get the CD audio version of them with this release (or even
the 2 bonus tracks). Overall feels like a worthwhile conclusion to a long gone, but not forgotten franchise.. Not your ordinary
HOG, but I liked it. Artistic scenes, nice music and a variety of puzzles. A few quirks, but I'd buy it again (was on sale for three
dollars). Spaceebo.. bought it but cannot see it. one of the finest platformers made in 92 had its still better than most indie
platformers made to day.. This expansion adds a good couple of horse and pony breeds. Most have coat color choices as well.
Wish they had made this expansion for Wildlife Park 3 as well. I definitely enjoy being able to have horses in a game without
the tweeny gameplay of having to brush and "doll up" your horse. Just note that as a part of the Wildlife Park series, there is
"realistic" breeding, so a word of caution to people who may be buying this for younger children.. Couldn't figure out how this
game works. 0\/10. I've waited ages for the release of this game! I've seen the development from start to finish, watched every
trailer when it came out ETC. The first Slaughter Me Street was quite lackluster, whilst still holding up as a game I liked. And I
like this one, too. However, when I think about what I've played, afew things spring to mind.

This game is short. REALLY short. I only brought the game this morning and I've already finished it. Slaughter Me Street 1
took me a little longer, but that was held up by difficulty. Talking of difficulty, this game lacks it. Whilst with afew moments
that are a little bit hard, comparing it to the difficulty of the 1st game its not there.

The game started out playing fine. but in the later levels, there was lag, floating puppets lying on thier side in the air and broken
AI's who didnt acknowledge that I was there and just walked past. There were also many poorly animated jumpscares, the worst
being one where I clipped right through the Seeker's head and saw nothing.

Another thing I was expecting was to get really scared by this game. However, fear factor is none exsistant here. There wasn't a
single moment where I felt like I might have a heart attack or poop myself like the first game.

So I have a hard decision to make here. I really want to like this. I've hyped this game up from its announcement to now. I've
played SMS 1 and Retro, and both of those were really good. But I have to weigh two scales here. Should I not reccomend this
game because its too short, too easy (then again, I'd be complaning it if was hard) and mildy broken? Or should I reccomend it,
because these bugs weren't entireley game breaking and, albeit short, was a fun game?

The game is good, dont get me wrong. I liked it. But, as you play more and more, you figure out thats its not everything its
cracked up to be. Sadly, I must be the first one to not reccomend this game.

I feel very bad not disreccomending it. Team IGS worked really hard on this game. And im the one who must take it upon
themselves to post something bad about it. If IGS reads this, I want them to know I like this game, but there is alot missing to
make it an overely satisfying product.

 But I still have hope for this to-be series, though. What do I mean...?

!!!SPOILERS AHEAD!!!

You have beaten the game, right? Or you just dont care and like ruining game endings for yourself, huh? Ok, well, as we know,
the closing line is "There is another..." and various text before that reads "Until we meet again" and "Salvation awaits". Im sure
this means a 123 Slaughter Me Street 3 is in either planning stages or development. So, if John and Nate are reading this, here is
a list of things I would like to see in SMS 3:

BALANCED DIFFICULTY:
Not as hard as SMS 1, but harder than SMS 2. More, normal than hard mode like SMS 1, or Easy mode like SMS 2. Infact,
thinking about it, a difficulty selection would fit.

MORE LEVELS:
Im fine with the 17 levels of SMS 1 and 2 combined. However, in 3, I'd like to see abit more. 20, 30? Maybe even 50! (Of
course, that might be stupid. 20-25 would do)

FREE ROAM:
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This isnt necesarily a change, but I preferred the free roam of SMS 2 over the restriction of SMS 1. So, free roam again, please.

MORE PUPPETS:
In SMS 1, there were 3. In SMS 2, there were 4. Maybe some new, intersting puppets with the combined reutrn of The
Follower, Greeter, Waiter and NIghtmare. Also, Hunter, please. He was cut once again.

BONUS CONTENT:
This was a problem I had with SMS 1, but SMS 2 didn't fix it. After you've finished the game, I'd like some Extra content to
keep me playing rather than what I've done with these 2 SMS games, which is finish them and never play them again (probably).
Im not a very eager completionist and the Relics of SMS 1 and Golden Coin things in SMS 2 dont make me want to carry on
playing JUST to find them. Anyway, back onto the bonus content, a prime example you can take is FNAF 1 and 2's custom
night. Im not saying directly copy that, hopefully you can come up with something original and something that gives the player a
bit of creativity, like a level editor or something.
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